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GP 2018 SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS
AVAILABLE ON
CUSTOMERSOURCE
If you're planning to upgrade to GP
2018 or want information about it,
you can log in to Microsoft
CustomerSource (click here) for
detailed system requirements.

HOW TO TELL IF AN
INVOICE HAS ALREADY
BEEN EMAILED BY
ANOTHER USER
You can easily find out if you have
emailed an invoice by looking into
your Outlook sent folder, but what
can you do if you need to know if
another user has already emailed it to
the customer?
Here are two options:
•

Go to the "Sales Order
Transactions" on the left
hand navigation pane of the
Sales Module and use it to
filter down to the invoices
that you want to see. From
there, in between the check

It's essential to have the right IT backup and disaster
recovery systems in place if you want to safeguard your
company's digital assets. From cyberattacks and
malware to hardware failures and natural catastrophes,
having the right plan in place is essential. It can test your
system, prevent loss and recover vital data in the event
of a disaster.
A good backup and disaster recovery strategy should
include off-site/cloud storage of important information,
regular data saving and backup, fireproofing, and
protection against malware and viruses. It should also
perform regular audits of your recovery plan to ensure
your data, servers, intranets and LANs are protected in
an emergency.
Before deciding on the best backup solution, consider
your business processes and how a loss of computing
capability could affect them.
It's also vitally important to keep your antivirus software
current on all workstations and servers within your
internal LAN, and to ensure they are able to isolate an
affected machine before the contagion spreads.
Keep all production servers/network devices up to date
with the latest patches, and scan for vulnerabilities on a
consistent basis. The best data recovery plans include
regular backups of all production-critical devices, secure
and accessible recovery of those backups and a step-by-

box and the Date is a little
icon of an envelope that only
appears if the document has
been emailed. Additionally,
when you hover over that
icon, you get a message that
says "This record has been
sent in email."

step recovery procedure that relevant personnel can
understand clearly and initiate in an emergency.
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•

Create a SmartList Report or
another reporting option that
links the SOP tables (or Sales
Transactions view depending
on your needs) to the
SY04915 which houses the
system email history. Each
time the document is sent, a
new record is created. This
table houses more detailed
information than option #1
including things like
date/time, to whom it was
emailed, the email message
ID that was used, who
actually emailed it, etc.

Your business, everywhere from anywhere.
Access and manage sales, customer, and inventory data
while on the go. Give Microsoft Dynamics GP users the
power to manage their customers, inventory, and sales
documents from the convenience of their iPhone®,
iPad®, or Android™ mobile device.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

View customers and explore inventory
anywhere
Create and edit quotes, orders, invoices, and
returns
Enter new customers online or offline
Enter payments with your iOS® device
Let customers sign documents
Access items with catalog-style selections
Gain Bluetooth® compatibility, including with
wedge scanners, credit card swipers, receipt
printers, etc.
Multiple devices per user

According to a comScore Report, the number of mobile
users surpassed desktop users in early 2015 and the
number of mobile users continues to rise. This
demonstrates why it is urgent that you consider
incorporating a mobile software into your business.
Learn more: SalesPad Mobile
For additional information contact your Diamond
Software sales at
email to: tommyt@diamond-soft.com

